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Computer Generated Transcript - We're going to continue on this is actually going to be the last
week of this message or the series next next week we're going to switch over to be going through a
study on the got on the Gospel sure the book of James OK we're going to be looking through the
book of James we're going to be going through that kind of verse by verse chapter by chapter and
look at some of the overviews on that I want to encourage us as you're going through that James is a
tough book and I just want to kind of let you know as we're going into it it's there's a lot of stuff in
there that is it is hard James as a book that's all about mature faith what it what it looks like to be a
mature follower of Jesus right and so some of you have been following Jesus for a long time and it's
going to be a good study some of you this is your journey maybe with Jesus hasn't even begun you've
been coming to church for a little while but you haven't even decided whether or not Jesus is for you
and so we're so glad that you continue to come to continue to seek to continue to ask questions we
love that and if you choose Jesus we just want to show you this is what it looks like as you begin to
follow him as you begin to allow him to shape your life it's such an exciting thing and so I'm really
looking forward to that I've been studying through the book of James all summer long kind of looking
through those things but we're going to finish up this this series on extraordinary God. We've been
talking for the last I don't know six weeks or so about these ordinary people in the Bible who do
extraordinary things are my little thing at the front end of this is the same as it is every other time
there's two things I want to keep reminding you about as we go through this a lot of times as we look
through the stories in the Bible we begin to think of these people as almost like super heroes right
like these people aren't just average people they're not just normal people they're they're like a
superhero or somebody that's hard to relate to because you know such amazing things happen in
their lives and we forget that most of them went through incredibly difficult things to get there most
of them as they were going through the things they went through you know we assume they knew
the end of the story because we do because we've read it one hundred times but they didn't know
the end of the story and so as they're going through it it's amazing but they're just ordinary people
right you can call them a saint you can put them in a stained glass window as long as you realize
they're just people right I mean it's fine they're just people they're just ordinary people and most of
them like I've said are B. team at best people right like if you were trying to pick superstars of
humanity most of the people in the Bible would not make that list most of them have incredibly
difficult or hard things in their past they made mistake after mistake many of them and struggled
but God used them and it's not the people in the Bible that are extraordinary it's the God of the Bible
that's extraordinary right that people were just regular people and God did amazing things through
them and that's really the one of the drives the other thing is is that we want to get out of this series
is pick up your Bible and read it right now I can hear some of you right now you're like well I don't
have time it's amazing how we find time to do just about anything else right but the first thing that
goes for many of us who have followed Jesus as our personal time with the Bible some of you hate
reading I get it OK I mean I don't get it personally because I love to read I've always been one of
those people that call my A.T.T. mine down I was weird even for somebody with that as a child K. So
if you hate reading there are like a thousand options to listen to the Bible now. Right right on your
phone all K. you can listen to it on your way to work on on as you're in the car as you're doing those
kind of things listen to the take in the Word of God What happens for a lot of us in these stories and
I'm sure some of you of have figured this out as we've been going through and some of us have read
or heard these stories so many times some of you it's new but for some of you heard him so many
times but your understanding of these stories stopped at your children's ministry education level
right like your understanding of the story stops at sixth grade level because that's when you stop
being taught them and you haven't been feeding yourself as you go through right I want to
encourage you to get out your Bible and the study it right go deeper in these stories we don't want
to have just Veggie Tales face right as adults for kids that's great we teach them as children as you
continue to grow and mature your understanding of these stories can grow and mature as well all
right so we're going to continue on in this series this morning we're going to I want you to open your
Bible to Genesis Chapter six thirty seven No I'm not going to read the whole way through this story
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just like last week as we went through. What God did through Moses and Aaron in Egypt this story if
I was going to read this whole story is about eight chapters maybe nine chapters long OK And so I'm
not going to read the whole thing but we're going to be flipping through this this story and this is a
really famous story in the Bible if you're not familiar with the Bible you might be familiar with the
Broadway play Joseph in the Technicolor Dreamcoat right so we're going to be talking about Joseph
today and we're going to be talking about his life what God did through him and I think and I usually
try and leave you with one main point but at the end I'm going to leave you with three this time I'm
going to just assume that you can take three at the end of a series OK but we're going to what we're
going to do that so as we go through this story it's important picks up and in Genesis Chapter thirty
seven and you can see Jacob has had a bunch of kids by this point time and particularly he's had at
least eleven maybe twelve boys most likely twelve boys by this time and something really dangerous
happens as a parent. Right and you can see in Genesis thirty seven it says Jacob loved Joseph more
than any of his other children because Joseph had been born to him in his old age this is not good
parents now I know how many of you grew up in a home where there was obviously a favorite child I
did. So how many of you were the favorite child yeah OK basket I can see that with some of you. If
you're an only child that doesn't count OK that's that doesn't count it's funny for us as you go
through and. If you look at our family we always make fun of my my stepsister Lacy for being the
favorite because she's the only one my step mom will that help like they'll be making a dinner and all
of the ladies and everybody in the family will ask to help you know like hey what can I do Oh nothing
he Lacey could you come here and do this right like so lazy is the favorite daughter she's the only
one that can do anything right apparently that's an exaggeration but we always joke that she's the
favorite Joseph loved or Jacob love Joseph more than any other kids and it's a recipe for disaster
bread bitterness bread jealousy it did all of this kind of stuff right and so Joseph was one of the
babies I know that doesn't matter a lot in our culture the babies usually are the spoiled ones in our
culture. The oldest children you're the test dummy babies right that's what I was your parents make
all their mistakes on you they're figuring out how to parent you babies you get all the easy stuff you
know as as it goes through and that's just IME we're doing the same thing with our kids it's a cycle
that apparently can't be broken but. It's a difficult thing as you learn to parent and he's got this
youngest son and and he loves him more than any of us his other kids and you can see he makes a
special gift of a multicolored robe and but the youngest son is such an interesting thing is you study
this over the younger sons because in this culture the oldest son is supposed to be the one that's
favored. Right the oldest child is the one that's spose to be the inheritor he's the one that's spose to
be taught more than any other ones he's the one that's supposed to have the inside track with his
dad to learn to take over when his dad passes away the oldest son is supposed to be the favored son
in this in this culture but Jacob stands it's all on his head and he loves Joseph and you can see the
end result of this Joseph is treated differently he's given this beautiful robe verse four but his
brothers hated Joseph because their father loved him more than the rest of them they couldn't say a
kind word to him it's not a good idea to show this kind of obvious favoritism to a child right even the
youngest even the only girl right man and man oh if it's an only girl surrounded by boys that's just
trouble you know it's not it's not all right I see some of you are like I know it I'm benefiting from that
you know. It's but we see this happen and you can see it in so Joseph if you continue to read in
verses five through ten Joseph has some dreams and he has some dreams that are given to him by
God and He makes the mistake of telling his older brothers about it right that's a big mistake
because Josephs dreams are about how Joseph is going to be elevated to a position of his of authority
and his older brothers are going to bow down before him I can say is an older brother if I my
younger brother comes to me and tells me that that's going to happen it is my responsibility as the
oldest sibling to step on him OK to make sure that he doesn't leave that room feeling like this is a
realistic possibility it's my job OK Joseph tells this story that he tells these dreams to his brothers he
goes and he tells that God gave me these dreams that I am going to be lifted up and that you're
going to bow before he even goes to his dad and his dad scolds him right in my going to bow down
before you as well right I mean some of you your kids have come to you with big dreams and some of
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them may have even been God given and it's a little scary isn't it when your kid comes to you with
the god sized dream and says I believe that this is what God is telling me as a parent it's little nerve
wracking it's a little scary sometimes and Joseph does that he has a stream and everybody shuts him
down after this you can see in the same chapter just as brothers are out taking care of their dad
sheep right and Jacobson's Joseph to check on them. This is where the story takes a really dark turn
and verse eighteen Joseph brothers see is come see him coming they recognize him at a distance as
he approached they made plans to kill him verse nine here comes the dreamer they said Come on
let's kill him and throw him into one of these cisterns we can tell our father a wild animal has eaten
him then we'll see what becomes of his dreams now as an older brother was my job to step on my
younger sibling it was not my job to murder them OK this is not OK This is not acceptable behavior
but when Reuben heard their scream or their scheme I'm sorry he came to Joseph's rescue let's not
kill him he said why you should why should we shed any blood let's just throw him into this in the
cistern here in the wilderness then he'll die without our laying a hand on him Reuben was secretly
planning to rescue Joseph and return him to his father so Reuben comes in just rescues like let's put
them in this thing and then later when none of you are looking I'll come and get him out and I'll get
him back to dad because this is not going well OK In verse twenty six you can see his brother's
gigantic amounts of compassion here right so he Joseph is now in the SR and Reuben has wandered
away for whatever reason and Judas said to his brothers what will we gain by killing our brother it's
a funny question what's the game by killing him we have to cover up the crime right like I had that's
just going to do a lot of its chemical lot of work for us to kill him they're not worried about like his
life they're worried about what it's going to do to them like man we have nothing to gain and just a
lot of work if we kill him instead of hurting him let's sell him let's profit from him instead of having
to do work right let's sell any of those issues my life traitors After all he is our brother our own flesh
and blood he's our brother so we're not going to kill we're just going to sell him into slavery. Right I
mean just so much compassion coming out of this story you know as as it loses out right and they do
that so the Ishmael lives who are Midianite traders came by Joseph rather pull him out of the cistern
and sold him to them for twenty pieces of silver and the traders took him to Egypt and Chapter thirty
nine The story continues on you can see Ruben is incredibly upset when he comes back and he finds
Joseph is gone he's upset they don't know what they're going to do with a lot of their dad they take
that took off that roll they dip it in animals blood they tell dad Joseph was attacked and he's dead
right and it's a big deal and then thirty nine you can see Joseph was sold to a man named Potter for
who was the captain of ferals bodyguard verse to the Lord was with Joseph so he succeeded in
everything he did as he served in the home of his Egyptian master This is a young man who has been
betrayed Vialli by his family right he's been sold into slavery He's now in the captain of pharaohs
bodyguard right in a foreign land and the Lord was with him when it come back to that but for some
of us we need to hear that and I'll get into that again as we continue Joseph becomes the head of
part of first house right if you read through this story. For realizes that God is with Joseph and that
pretty much everything he does is just you know he's got the Midas touch everything he puts his
hands to just turns to gold right I mean everything he does it just works and so he recognizes that he
put Joseph in command of his house and in verse six I actually love the description depending on
your on your translation it says Joseph is a handsome and a well built young man right so Joseph is
young good lookin and he's strong right he is he's a he's a man's man right so but that leads to some
trouble cousin verse seven hot affairs wife demands is the word that is use that Joseph come and
sleep with her right now let's just stop right there first second and I want you to think about this as
adults OK just so young good looking man he's been put in charge of this house and he's got a
woman who's demanding that he sleep with him this is before the Ten Commandments right this is
before the law and the prophets all he has is a relationship with God for a lot of men if they are in a
home and though this lady is demanding you sleep with her if you take Jesus out of the equation
most of us would be like yes sounds good. Right I mean you've got a young man and this lady is
demanding and it actually says day after day she comes to him and tries to get him to sleep with her
that's a pretty serious temptation right now let's think about it though from a survival standpoint if
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PATA for the man who owns Joseph is the captain of Pharaoh's bodyguard he's probably no slouch
right I mean this isn't just some random guy this is the captain of the bodyguard the man whose job
it is to keep Pharaoh alive you don't have your worst fighter in that position right if you read through
the story of David like we talked about with the mighty men his best fighters were his bodyguard
right his personal bodyguard right so part of for is no slouch So not only do I think Joseph had a
moral reason not to give into this which is good enough for me but he also probably had a really
practical reason not to give in to this if I touch this lady Potter for can kill me and no one would ask
a question because I'm a slave no one would even raise a finger to stop it I'm own by him OK And
you can see day after day in this story that she comes he eventually is trying to work around it like
he's trying to avoid her but one day she corners him in a room right it says in verse twelve she
corners him in a room and again demands that he sleeps with her and he runs away he just runs
right like I've got nothing left I just run away but unfortunately as he's running She grabs his coat
and snatches it right and then she just starts screaming you could call it embarrassment you could
call it pride you could call it rejection you could call it whatever you want but at that moment she
turns on the slave Joseph and his Joseph runs away she begins to scream and she accuses him of
attempted rape. You can look through the story as it goes through there. You know it she she
accuses him of attempting to rape him she says to all the servants The only reason he ran away is
because I started screaming and everybody believes her nobody believes Joseph and Joseph is once
again betrayed from something he did not do and he strode into prison right you attempt to rape the
captain of the bodyguard I'm actually kind of surprised he survived this at all other than God was
with him and he's thrown into prison for something he did not do OK especially as a slave he had no
rights there's no trial There's no he doesn't have to prove anything I think this is what happened I
own this person put him in prison and you can see in verse twenty one but the Lord was with Joseph
in the prison and showed him his faithful love so Joseph here gets put in charge of the prison now of
this wing of the prison this this is this guy this jailer who's in charge of it sees that God is with
Joseph and everything Joseph touches works out good it actually says that there was nothing for him
to do with the people that Joseph was in charge of Joseph was so good at what he did that even in
prison it just takes all the work away from this jailer right and you can see again in verse twenty
three repeats that the Lord was with Joseph in Chapter forty you see again Joseph is going to
interpret some dreams two men come to Joseph with a dream right there's a cup bear that comes to
Joseph was a dream and there's a baker that comes to Joseph with a dream they're both in prison
with Joseph and they have these dreams and Joseph through God through Joseph again Joseph
actually even says in here dreams are God's domain right it's not for me to to interpret but you tell
me your dream and we'll see what God says about it if they have the stream into the cup bearer he
says your dream means in three days are going to be restored in three days what's going to happen
with your dream is it means that you're going to be forgiven and you're going to be put right back
into the position you were in when this started you will return to your position as the King's Cup
there and the baker is like wow this guy gives good news I'm going to tell my dream now too. So he
goes in just like oh no sorry buddy in three days you're going to die a horrific death there is going to
put you on the end of a pole and lift your body up into the air that's how you're going to die reading
that's what the Bible says right and guess what it happens Baker is killed three days later Cup bear
has restored three days later Joseph had asked him just remember me like when you get out here
just remember that I interpreted your dream and I took care of you that we did all this stuff together
just just remember that when you're out here but it says that when the cup there is return he
promptly forgets about Joseph right like this guy helps him out does all this stuff and he just forgets
about it ever had that happen to you you help somebody out and as soon as that person benefitted
from your help they immediately forgot who helped him get there just been through a lot as a young
man he's been betrayed he's been sold he's been falsely accused he's been forgotten and the story
actually picks up in Chapter forty one read the first verse how much time passes between
interpretation of dreams and now where we pick up truck who years they leave Joseph in prison two
years again we don't know how long he was in prison before this but for two years this cup bear has
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forgot all about Joseph and he's rotting in this prison cell now federal has a dream in verse forty one
Pharaoh the man who runs Egypt he has a dream and nobody can interpret it and the cup bear has a
little flash of room of remembrance like oh yeah there was a guy in jail that helped me interpret a
dream but if he's still there he could probably do it for you. Right and so he tells her about this guy
and Pharaoh says go get him and bring him to me and I want you to look here in this story it's such
an important thing verse fourteen I want you to get this because just because Joseph was put in
charge of the jail doesn't mean he had a cushy life all right but it says in verse fourteen Pharaoh sent
for Joseph at once and he was quickly brought from prison after he was shaved and changed his
clothes he went in and stood before Pharaoh Celeste do you think Joseph had a really easy time in
jail because he was in charge before he was even brought to Pharaoh he had to be shaved clean and
shaved clean and put on some clean clothes because he was just a person in jail rotting most of them
were not allowed to bathe in these prisons you can see all kinds of horrible things that happened
during this time it is not a fun job it's not a good time and there he is but he's standing now this
young son who had been sold and into slavery by his very brothers his blood right and then rose to
prominence in the house and then was falsely accused of something and thrown into prison for years
right now this young man is standing before the most powerful man in the known world and Pharaoh
tells him his dream and he says again if God would give me the interpretation to go and interpret the
dream and he says there's going to be seven years of plenty there's going to be seven years where
there's more grain and we know what to do with Egypt is going to be blessed food is going to come
in like we have never seen before and then there's going to be seven years of drought where there is
nothing so what you need to do is appoint somebody to manage the seven good years so we don't die
in the seven bad years right and Pharaoh talks with his advisors and he actually says OK Joseph it's
going to be you I'm Pharaoh what I say goes but you're going to be number two in all of Egypt you
can command anybody but me this boy was betrayed by his brothers sold into slavery rose to
prominence falsely accused of rape imprisoned forgotten is now the second most powerful man in
the known world. And the story continues and over the next several chapters we're told a story
about how Joseph family began gets hit by this drought right so after the seven good years his family
all the way where they live starts to feel effect us or others no food but the word gets out that
Egypt's got food so as dad sends the boys to Egypt to get food and there's Joseph they don't
recognize him but he immediately remembers them right they don't recognize him because they're
probably not looking for him to be number two in all of Egypt right they saw them as a slave they
think he's probably dead or rotten somewhere you know just working in a field they don't recognize
and over the next several chapters we're told that Joseph slowly works with his brothers he does
several things he sets them up one time to get caught and eventually in Chapter forty five there is a
verse that I that you need to hear this morning some of you need to hear this in verse forty five or
Chapter forty five I'm sorry verse five chapter forty five Verse five it says but don't be upset they're
upset that they sold into slavery they feel bad after all these years don't be upset don't be angry with
yourselves for selling me to this place it was God who sent me here here ahead of you to preserve
your lives and then he continues on to talk about how all of this is God's plan I told you there are
three things that I want to talk about this morning three things that I really want to hit some of you
have been through incredibly difficult things that were not the fault of your own somebody betrayed
you somebody hurt you somebody did something to you and it's hard and I am not saying that any of
this is easy most of us haven't been sold into slavery by our siblings and I'm here to tell you if you're
a follower of Jesus forgiveness is always demanded from us because it was offered for you it's not
easy but it's always right it's not simple it's right and I want you to hear this morning if anybody in
history had a right to get even if it was this guy not only did he have the right he had the power he's
a second most powerful man in all of Egypt he could have said the exact same thing about his
brothers that part of his wife said about him and no one would have even asked him a question. He
could assume the jail he could have had him killed no one would have even questioned him who
cares what the number two man in Egypt does to a couple of foreigners no one would have batted an
eye. And yet Joseph understands who God is he understands the heart of God and he sees God using
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the hard things that happened to him and he says I forgive you and he goes far enough to say and
you guys need to get over it don't be angry with yourselves he not only forgives them he then begins
to help them forgive themselves because it's the heart of forgiveness is not easy and I want to
reiterate this every time I talk about this I try and remind people of this forgiveness of big things is
not a one time event if you think horrible things can happen to you and one day you're just going to
be like Oh I forgive you and never have a come up again you're fooling yourself forgiveness of big
stuff like this is stuff that happens daily you have to make a daily choice to walk in that kind of
forgiveness it's not easy but it's right it's not easy but it's right the second thing I want to do I want
to talk about is a lot of Christians today and I maybe everybody is like this but pretty in the Christian
world a lot of times we use our circumstances to determine whether or not we're in God's will and
what I mean is like if things are going good then we must be doing what God wants us to do and if
things are going poorly then clearly somehow we messed up along the way and we're not doing what
God would want to do because God only wants happy things for our life I want to tell you today that's
terrible Fiala Gee it's not just bad thinking it's awful theology that is a bad understanding of who
God is and what the Bible tells us Joseph was sold into slavery and God was with him. Joseph was
put into prison and God was with him Joseph was made second in command of Egypt and God was
with him it did not matter whether or not the circumstances were good or the circumstances were
bad God was with him and some of you need to hear that today because you're questioning whether
or not you're in God's will because hard things are coming the hard things are surrounding you and I
want to tell you if you're just going to sit back to me like it's hard I'm clearly wrong I'm not doing
what God asked me to do that's a bad way to start it's a bad way to start some of your little lazy right
now because things are going great like Well clearly I'm in God's will because things have never
been better we need to be in God's where we need to be in prayer you know be asking God what He
wants us to do seek counsel talk with people about it out loud God space in your life our comfort is
not a measure of whether or not we are in the middle of God's will never has been never will be I
want to challenge you with a conversation I had when we were in. In the bus this summer we were
on a mission strip and I was talking with with a gentleman as we were driving through the
countryside I think I think we were driving in mountains and everyone else was sick and we were
still sit in the back of the bus because the motion didn't bother us and we were we were back and
we're talking we're talking about God's blessings and most of us when we pray for God's blessings
what we're asking for is God's good stuff right God I want your blessing that means finances or how
or nice cars or those kind of things you want the word what blessing like when you see blessing in
the Bible you know what that means like what the surrounding thought is in the Bible of one of God's
blessings it's anything that brings you closer to God. So I just want to challenge your thinking a little
bit this morning OK with the idea that sometimes the worst times in your life are probably God's
biggest blessing in your life because it's what brought you to your knees and brought you face to
face with the creator and allowed you to finally get closer to God and for some of you the best times
in your life it was the furthest thing from a blessing because you started to trust stuff instead of God
Now I'm not saying that all bad things are blessings and all good things are not it's all about what
you do with it it's all about how you respond to that and allow God to speak into your life good things
can be blessings if they draw us to God that things can just be bad things if we allow them to pull us
away from who Jesus is but if our concept of blessing is simply nice things are missing the point
Joseph was right in the middle of God's Will being blessed when he was in a prison cell because he
was right where he needed to be doing what God asked him to do in the middle of one of the darkest
times of his and his entire life some of you need to hear that this morning here's a third thing right
this kind of goes hand in hand with the other one but a lot of times as Christians we ask for things by
miracle what God wants to teach us through discipline to say it again we ask for things by miracle
what God wants to teach us through discipline we just ask God God help me to love your word
instead of just being disciplined and being in it and allowing the amazing this of God's word to grow
in our life God help me to forgive while we continue to do whatever we want to do and we don't go
through the painful process of forgiveness God just give me money bless me with money while we sit
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at home and do nothing. God help me to love my neighbors while I watch T.V. God give me this God
give me this God grant me this while I sit here and loaf many times we ask for things I miracle that
God will give us through discipline I believe the jail cell was necessary for Josephs life I do I'm not
saying it was good but I think for Joseph to be an adequate number two in this position for him to
forgive his brothers and make sure that God's promise to Abraham continued through because that's
what's on the line of Jacob's family dies he needed time in the dark before he was ready to handle
what God would give him that was the best thing that could happen some of us need to hear that this
morning you are going through a hard time and I can't promise you it's going to end tomorrow or
today it's not how things work but what I can promise you is if you allow him to be in the middle of
the worst time of your life God will be with you whether you don't allow him to be there with you
God is there waiting for you to look to him to see him with you in the middle of the worst times of
your life in the best times of your life it is easy to forget that God is with you because all of a sudden
we're just human beings and we're forgetful and we have a short term memory for hard things and
so then all those other things are going good and we forget that it was God that brought us to that
point God's blessing in your life is whatever draws you to Him God wants us to be disciplined people
God wants us to be people forgiveness and all of those things are found in this story all of those
things are found in the story they parallel so well with the cross Jesus was betrayed the Bible says
He could have called legions of angels to defend him but instead he chose to forgive. Jesus was in
the garden of guess somebody asking that the cross be taken away but submitting to the will of God
even though it was going to take him to the worst time of his life Jesus understood blessing Jesus
understood discipline Jesus understood betrayal forgiveness and he's here for you today story of
Joseph from thirty five well four thousand years ago ish maybe longer is the story of Jesus two
thousand years ago and today some of you in this place is stop asking for miracles and just get to the
business of doing what God has already told you he wants you to DO NOT saying like stop talking to
God saying God has already given you the mission and you're just praying for God to divinely make it
all happen instead of doing the work that now is ask you to do you understand I'm not saying stop
praying I'm saying you already have got your answer start doing it OK Some of you in here need to
forgive if you have already and today here we go again because it's a new day and you have to
choose forgiveness all over again some of you in here need to just realize that God is with you and
the good and God is with you and bad and those good and bad things don't determine God's will in
your life he just is who he is to be with you mass you close your eyes by your heads Jesus died on a
cross for us two thousand years ago really simply because we couldn't be forgiven on our own we
can earn salvation we can earn the forgiveness of God He just had to give it and he did it through
this through his son and maybe in here you don't know Jesus but this morning you're ready to choose
and. We don't make it complicated here we're not going to bears you here you want to play with
these or anybody in here this morning you don't know Jesus and this morning you're ready I'd like
you to just raise your hand for anybody at all we're not going to wait long I don't want to be labor
this but if there's somebody in here and you don't know Jesus in this morning you're ready but you
raise your hand I just want pray with you all right you can go and look at me I want to pray and
we're going to be done this morning OK let me ask Mandy to turn on some music and ask Mark who
are the leaders and their spouses I don't know who's in here right now I'm going to ask a few of you
to come forward so that here in case people want to pray come forward a couple of you just stand
there we go some of you to do some business this morning it's been a repeated theme throughout
this entire series do some business with God well make it available for you can come up here and
pray at an altar you don't have to pray with people can pray you're see we're family we would love to
pray with you about whatever may be going on in your life this morning some of you need to see that
God is with you so you need to just get busy doing what he's already told you to do so if you need to
forgive maybe it has nothing to do with anything we talked about this morning or you just need God
to do something in your life let's pray I want to pray if you need to go Feel free to go I'm going to ask
you keep talking out into the foyer that's not the hallway out there plenty of room to talk to the
people that want to pray can be in here and pray. God you know. I thank you for so many of these
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stories. That we have that we can look at we can still learn things from today God I just pray the be
with us I pray the people that reflects you well. Got a people that are filled with who you are that are
dependent on who you are and we don't allow circumstances to dictate what's happening but we
trust you. In the good in the bad we can see. In the heart in the simple. You are there. Trust you this
morning do it only you can do a man.
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